
Materials and Methods

Alignment was calculated as cosine similarity between successive conversational turns (parent 
following child). Lexical alignment was based on lemmatized words, syntactic alignment on 2- and 
3-grams of part-of-speech tags. 

We first examined parental alignment, and found consistent alignment above baseline (surrogate 
pairs formed by a parent and a child from two different conversations). We used Bayesian 
multilevel zero-and-one-inflated-beta regression models to account or rate of alignment, level of 
alignment when aligning, and exact repetitions within the same model. 

The models assessed alignment as a function of diagnosis, and visit. We then separately added 
Vineland Socialization, Mullen Expressive Language (EL) and Visual Reception (VR) at first visit, and  
child MLU at concomitant visits. We report the estimates for the predictors credibly improving out-
of sample error (Leave-One-Out Information Criterion model comparison)

Key Points

• Parents consistently align their lexical and syntactic choices to their children’s production 
(real pairs credibly above surrogate pairs.

• Parents show more instances of alignment (rate) as their children grow
        • But no change in the length of speech repeated (degree)

• Parents of children with ASD show fewer instances of alignment (rate) than those of TD 
children

       • But little difference in the length of speech repeated (degree)
       • Complete utterance repetitions do not explain the results

• Parental alignment also shows high individual variability
       • Variability in parental lexical alignment is associated with the children’s concurrent 

MLU, and with their Mullen Expressive Language  and Vineland Socialization at first visit.
       • Variability in parental syntactic alignment is associated with the children’s concurrent 

MLU and with their Mullen Expressive Language.
       • Stratifying by child individual variability does not remove the relation between diagnosis and 

parental alignment

Parental alignment is associated to language development beyond traditional predictors (see Talk: 
Parental Linguistic Alignment to Their Children Facilitates Language Acquisition, with Syntactic 
Alignment Being Particularly Relevant for Children with ASD)
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Introduction

Linguistic alignment (LA) is the tendency to re-use an interlocutor’s lexical choices, syntax and 
semantics (see examples box). LA has been argued to be associated with the development and 
maintenance of common ground and rapport (Dale et al 2013, Fusaroli et al 2014), which is often 
reported to be impaired in individuals with ASD.

Linguistic alignment is arguably also at play in language acquisition (Dale & Spivey 2006). Parents 
can reinforce their children’s language use by repeating their sentences, thus signaling joint 
attention and rapport. They can also provide scaffolding for further development by elaborating on 
their language use.

 In this poster we ask whether parents align to their children, and whether this is affected by the 
children’s individual variability in verbal, perceptual and socialization skills.

Research Questions

1. Do parents consistently align their lexical,  and syntactic choices to their children’s 
utterances? 

2. Is parental alignment modulated by the child’s clinical and cognitive features?

We analyzed spontaneous speech in 67 parent-child dyads from a 
longitudinal corpus (6 visits over 2 years), consisting of 30 minutes of 
play activities.
 
We included 32 children diagnosed with ASD (mean age at 
recruitment = 32.76 months and 35 linguistically matched TD 
children (mean age at recruitment = 20.27 months). 
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Examples of Alignment

Child:    Look!    A       giraffe!
              VERB   ART   NOUN

Parent: That   is           a         tall    giraffe!
             DET   VERB    ART    ADJ   NOUN

Child:    A        tall     giraffe
             ART    ADJ   NOUN

Parent: And         a          big      elephant
             CONJ    ART     ADJ    NOUN

(Partial) lexical alignment 

Syntactic alignment
(2 2-grams, or 1 3-gram)

Results – Parental alignment in ASD and TD

Results – Individual variability 
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